“Changing the lives of Children
Through Conversations that Matter”
Presented by the Community Café Leadership Team of Olympia, Wa
*Feel free to copy, edit and redistribute as you see fit!
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What is the Dream?
We all have dreams for our children, and it’s not surprising that
parents and families from a wide range of backgrounds share
similar dreams.
During a Café at a shelter, families said that they want their children
to be “respectful, responsible, role models…to have a wide range of
experiences…to have good judgment, be independent thinkers…to
have respect for themselves and be accepting and embracing of
diversity.”
During the Familias Latinas café, parents shared these dreams for their children:
"Quiero que mis hijos tengan un mejor porvenir que yo, que puedan educarse y tener una
profesion. Que en esa profesion ellos reflejen los talentos que Dios les regalo al venir a este
mundo y que lo puedan compartir con todos, esten donde esten. Que mis hijos sean personas
amen sus familias y su comunidad. Quiero un mundo de paz, sin diferencias, viendonos todos
como hermanos.”
“I want my children to have a better life than me, to be educated and
have a profession. That in their profession they reflect the talents that
God gave them; to come into this world and share with everyone,
wherever they are. For my children to be loving people for their
families and community. I want a peaceful world without differences,
that sees us all as brothers.”
The intent of the Kid Café is to ensure that people of all ages have an opportunity to learn and
contribute to beloved community. We are discovering how to provide more opportunities for
children to work together with the intention to ensure everyone’s right to courage, freedom,
health, community and compassion.

What is the Design?
Kid Cafés are approached with intentionality around
Community Café Approach themes: leadership,
partnership and the Strengthening Families Protective
Factor framework. The Protective Factors are a group of
aspects that children need in their lives in order to
thrive. They are summarized as: courage, community,
health, freedom and compassion. When children are
provided the space to think about what these factors
mean for themselves and others, they grow more powerful to create their own reality – in their
own lives, their families, their community. They mirror the work that their parents do in the
Community Cafes, and the whole community benefits. Kid café is an opportunity to model and
create a safe and accepting space in which children can express themselves, learn to listen to
others with compassion , experience diverse cultures and form new and lasting bonds of
friendship.

What is the Discovery?
“We are seeing positive outcomes in the Kid Cafés thanks to the intention around leadership,
partnership building and activities based on the five protective factors of courage, community,
health, freedom and compassion. Kids who have been coming to cafés for a while are now
more sensitive to those who are new to their group and have learned to make an extra effort to
invite new kids to play with them.”
– Robin Higa, Community Café Leadership Team

What is the Delivery?
This is a guide based on past experiences of those who have been hosting kid
cafés. We do not believe that we or anyone else has the answers about best
design for your kid café and for your group. This guide is intended to create a
framework for thinking more intentionally about the child care provided during
Community Cafés and inspire even more creative ideas. We hope you will visit our
website and share the Kid Café successes and contribute to the learning
community. You can use some of these tools and ideas as a jumping off point!

The “7 Steps” of Planning Your Kid Café
Step 1: Location
Adequate room for the Kid Café allows for gross motor movement as well as space for
circle, eating and cooperative activities. Ideally this space is in the building where your
meeting or Community Café is hosted. Also consider the location of the bathroom and
depending on the hour, if you will need a quieter space for infants.
Step 2: Timing
Opening at least 15 minutes before the Community Café and 15 minutes after and
having table activities for kids during this time gives families an easy transition. Also having
time built into the schedule for transitions and clean up can help lower stress.
Step 3: Activities
o We suggest grouping activities around the 5 Protective Factors: courage,
Community, Health, Freedom, Compassion. For ideas on specific activities, see
the Activities section. Leading activities that tie into what the adults are
discussing can help make the topic appropriate to the needs and wants of the
community.
o There may be many different age groups participating so it is helpful to plan
accordingly. Older children can help younger children in some activities and
others will need more adult help. Some games are good for school-aged kids to
play in small groups without help.
o If there is a messy art activity involved it is helpful to give time for it to
dry before kids take it home.
o You can think about what kinds of crafts the kids could actually use, or
activities that teach skills from cultures in the room, such as making a
blanket, a basket, or a gift for someone or doing a cooking activity.
o A little time for discussion gives kids time to reflect and share
about how the theme is relevant to them. There are no “right
answers”! We like to take notes on a flipchart so we can
remember and appreciate the group wisdom. Consider dividing
groups so that older kids are grouped together to talk about
topics more deeply while younger children do activities. At the

end of the café you can have a “Harvest” to grow collective wisdom by sharing
what everyone learned during the evening.
There is a list of suggested discussion questions attached.
o We like to read a story with kids, because a surprising number of children don’t
hear stories at home. Story telling without pictures also lets kids use their
imagination. A list of books that have Protective Factor themes is attached.
o We strongly suggest appreciating and incorporating the different cultures that
the children bring to the group into activities, art projects, songs and stories. You
can talk about how life is similar and different in different cultures, or about
holidays. (It’s a good idea to check with parents first, because some families
don’t celebrate holidays.) Another alternative is to talk about the seasons and
what goes along with them –what our family traditions are that tie into this
season.
o Songs and music are a fun way to incorporate culture in the room,
like having soft music playing when kids come in, or leading a
dance from someone’s culture.
o We like to make up rules during the first café as a group. This can
be done several different ways, and when kids make up rules they
feel more powerful and in control of their environment and
themselves. You can even vote on the rules and they can come to a consensus which means everyone has to agree for it to be a rule. It’s helpful to suggest a few
or let them know if there are necessary rules in the space.
Step 4: Environment
An inviting, fun space can be appropriate for all ages and not over-stimulating. Things
to think about:
o Space for food/snacks
o Table/floor activities, gross-motor activities
o Keeping toddlers and babies safe
o Assessable craft materials so that children can make what they want
o Group rules posted somewhere everyone can see
o A group mural or art project that can stay in the room or travel with you

Step 5: Safety
o We strongly recommend at least 2 hosts for any sized group of children. A good
ratio is probably 1 host to no more than 5 children, but more adults are always
better (especially with younger children). You can often find volunteers from
your friends, high school students, or the community.
o It’s a good idea to have clearly defined roles for the volunteers to make sure that
all the children are engaged in safe and meaningful activities.
o We like to have parents sign children in and out so that they know their kids will
be safe.

o Nametags for kids help us call everyone by their name and recognize them as
individuals.
o If you take pictures, make sure to ask parents if it’s ok to use their child’s
image. If it’s for mass publications or marketing materials you probably need
signed permission.
Step 6: Café
o At our Cafes, we like to have an opening/closing song, poem or routine to help
with transitions and let the group feel a sense of togetherness.
o We always remember to keep it fun, low-key, and not be too driven by our
structure! Kids need some space to be creative and take the lead sometimes.
o You can encourage leadership by inviting the older kids to help out, asking for
ideas about what kinds of activities the kids want to do, what they want to eat,
etc.

Step 7: Sharing
o We like to share what we did with the adult group. This could just be 5 minutes
at the end of the café, before the adults’ closing. You can ask if the kids want to
help and talk to the adults themselves.

Example Café Agenda
This sample is intended to be a “rough idea” of what a café can look like. It is only
one idea, you probably have more. Any structure is great as long as it works for the
group and lets everyone feel safe and supported.
5:00 Set up room. Have some simple games or activities out on the table, a space defined for
circle time or books on the floor. Just like in the adult’s café, table cloths and decorations are a
nice touch! Have the flow of the Kid Café posted so parents can see it and talk about it with
their children later.
5:45 Welcome each parent and child with a smile. Have parents sign them in and give them a
nametag. Kids can play with table games/activities or explore the room. Play soft music.
6:00 Opening. Clean up areas and transition to the floor. Have everyone introduce
themselves and have an “icebreaker” question related to the day’s theme like “what do you like
to do with your friends?” or “what is something you did to help a friend this week?” Make it
short and sweet, but relevant to the community and theme.
6:15 Food! Make sure everyone is comfortable, sit at the table and let kids serve themselves
“family style”. Help younger kids eat if they need it, or cut up food for them. Have some more
“icebreaker” style questions ready –talk about families, pets, school, or “favorites.”
6:30 As kids are finishing, they can clean up their area and transition to circle. It’s a good
time for a bathroom break, washing hands, etc.
6:45 You can sing songs or do movement activities as kids come back to the circle. Talk about
the different activities for the night. Have everyone decide what they want to do, making sure
that younger children have an older buddy to work with.
7:30 Come back to circle and share what everyone did. Talk deeply about why they made the
choices they made and what they did with their time. You can read a story and/or introduce a
discussion question at this point.
8:00

Closing. Sing a song or recite a poem that is meaningful and relevant to the group.

8:05 – 8:15 As parents arrive, have them sign children out and share with parents one
positive thing you noticed about the child during your time together.

The 5 Protective Factors
Discussion Questions and Topic Ideas
The 5 Protective Factors that children need to thrive are: Community, Courage,
Health, Curiosity and Compassion. We try to incorporate these themes in everything
we do.
Courage: The ability to face new challenges with
confidence.
● How do I know when my mom/dad/family is
stressed?
● What do I need to feel safe?
Community: Friends, family, teachers, neighbors who support children and parents.
● Why is making friends important? How can we make friends with new
people?
● When do we need help? How do we know we need help?
● How can we (in the group) help each other?
● What can we do together that we can’t do alone? (use these ideas for
activities)
● How do the adults in my life help me?
● Read the book one fish, two fish, red fish blue fish and write wishes on
fishes
Health: Access to basic needs and knowledge about healthy living.
● How do I keep my body healthy?
● How do I keep my mind healthy?
● How do we think about what we put in our body? Why
is smoking, alcohol, junk food bad for us?
● Why do we wash our hands?
● How do we be safe around animals?
● What healthy choices to we make that we are proud of?
● Needs vs. Wants discussion
Freedom: Parental knowledge about child development, allows children the
freedom to be who they are in a safe and nurturing environment.
● What is my favorite thing in the world to do?
● If I could learn about anything I wanted to, what would it be? (use ideas)
● Encourage (and reward) curiosity in everything!
Compassion: Healthy Social/Emotional development with role models for
compassionate interaction.
● How do I know I am loved?
● How do I show other people that I love them (my family, friends)?
● When I am really angry or sad, who can I talk to about it?

Social-Emotional and Developmental Milestones
It is helpful to know what to expect from kids in different age groups, so you can
give older kids responsibilities that they can handle and encourage friendships with
the design of your Kid Café.
Birth – 2 years
Still needs help with feeding & diapering
Needs to be calmed and soothed when upset to help build courage &
resiliency
Needs to be read to and be able to feel and play with board books
Learns the give and take of communication when you talk, sing, and babble
at her
Can imitate simple gestures (about 6 months)
Can learn sign language (about 8 months)
Recognizes(and prefers) familiar songs and books
Likes repetition
Likes sensory toys, things with bright colors and moving pieces that she can touch
Reads and responds to facial cues (10 – 12 months)
Can follow simple directions (1 year)
Is trying to figure out things like cause and effect, object permanency
Is constantly experimenting (so don’t get mad!)
Feels more comfortable with people she knows, has separation anxiety
Plays “beside” peers, not “with”
Needs to be watched because she doesn’t know that her actions can hurt others
2-4 Years
Can scribble and draw
Likes to learn new things and show independence
Begins to show defiant behavior
Less separation anxiety
Begins to spend more time playing with others
Has a hard time sharing
Begins to be able to pick up toys and know where they belong
Understand "now," "soon," and "later"
Substitute one object for another in pretend play (as in pretending a block is a "car")
Laughs at silly ideas (like "milking" a dog) and tries to make others laugh
Begins to be able to look through a book alone
Repeats simple rhymes
Talks about feelings and mental states (e.g., remembering)
Demonstrates some shame when caught in a wrongdoing
Plays spontaneously with two or three children in a group
Assigns roles in pretend social play ("You be mommy;" "I be daddy")
Believe everything centers around him ("if I hide my eyes, no one will see me")

4-6 Years
A “Boom” in imaginative play - likes to sing,
dance, and act out stories
Car draw simple shapes
Able to sit and listen for 30 minutes
Likes to look at books and tell stories about the
pictures
Simple understanding of empathy
Better understanding of what is going on around
her – can talk about her family, her weekend
Able to distinguish fantasy from reality
Relate a simple experience she has had recently
Uses future tense and can do simple planning
Wants to please friends
Often prefers playing with other children to playing alone, unless deeply involved in a
solitary task
want explanations of "why" and "how"
Aware of sexuality

5-7 Years
Can begin to think abstractly and is developing better reasoning skills
Begins to grow more independent
Develops friendships
Can understand the concept of the future and may start
talking about what she wants to be when she grows up
Communicates effectively
Follows directions well
Has better impulse control
Knows letters and numbers
Can sound out words
Begins to draw more complex and recognizable objects
7-9 Years
Develops personal opinions on things and may begin to cry,
"that's not fair!"
Increasing ability to understand right and wrong as
opposed to just rules
Reads for pleasure
Can count most denominations of money
Has a sense of humor
Peers are more important and has a group of friends

Imitates other children and may want to dress or act like them
Can talk effectively about feelings and relay complex events that happened in the past
Develops a sense of privacy
Wants more bodily autonomy- may not undress in front of opposite sex parent and
will use the bathroom with the door closed
Can do household chores
Can have conversations with adults
Can do basic arithmetic-addition and subtraction easily
Consider dividing groups so that older kids are grouped together to talk about topics
more deeply while younger children do activities
10-13 Years
More abstract and symbolic reasoning and thought
Needs independence and meaningful responsibilities
Forms stronger, more complex friendships and peer
relationships. It becomes more emotionally important to
have friends, especially of the same sex
More emotional highs and lows after the steadiness of
middle childhood
Experiences more peer pressure
Becomes more independent from the family
Become more aware of his or her body as puberty approaches. Body image and eating
problems sometimes start around this age.
Needs to face the task of developing a new value system to fit his life and society
Is constantly developing, testing, and changing his perceptions of self, his self concept
Is living through a major transformation in interpersonal relationships with the
opposite sex
Faces the task of sex-role identification.
14 – 18 years
She is developing an idea of her true self in an adult way.
At this age, many youth may be ready to join adult
groups. Others may not be quite ready, but may be able
to take on a role of assistant in the Kid Café group. Talk
to her parents and discuss the possibility that she help to
plan and provide kid’s activities

When children are going through stressful times, they need compassion and stability. The
Circle of Trust shows us that when we learn what children are really saying with their action
we can give them what they really need.

A Word on Children’s Human Rights…
In 1989 the UN met to discuss the universal rights of children. Out of it came the Convention on
the Rights of the Child [CRC], a statement about what children should be entitled to no matter
what race, background, ethnicity, class, or any other characteristic they might possess. It is
noteworthy to point out that every nation in the UN except the US and Somalia have signed this
document; while the US believes most of these statements there is some political opposition.
Here are brief descriptions of some (but not all) of the tenants of the CRC.
Every child has the inherent right to life, and the State has an obligation to ensure the child's survival
and development. The child has the right to protection from all forms of exploitation prejudicial to any aspects
of the child's welfare.
The child also has the right to acquire a nationality and, as far as possible, to know his or her parents
and be cared for by them. Children of minority communities and indigenous populations have the right to enjoy
their own culture and to practice their own religion and language.
The State must respect the rights and responsibilities of parents and the extended family to provide
guidance for the child which is appropriate to her or his evolving capacities. Parents have joint primary
responsibility for raising the child, and the State shall support them in this. The State shall provide appropriate
assistance to parents in child-raising.
Every child has the right to a standard of living adequate for his or her physical, mental, spiritual,
moral, and social development. Parents have the primary responsibility to ensure that the child has an adequate
standard of living. The State's duty is to ensure that this responsibility can be fulfilled, and is. State
responsibility can include material assistance to parents and their children.
The State shall provide the child with adequate care when parents, or others charged with that
responsibility, fail to do so. The State shall protect the child from all forms of maltreatment by parents or other
responsible for the care of the child and establish appropriate social programs for the prevention of abuse and
the treatment of victims.
The child has a right to the highest standard of health and medical care attainable. States shall
place special emphasis on the provision of primary and preventive health care, public health education, and the
reduction of infant mortality. The child has the right to benefit from social security including social insurance. A
disabled child has the right to special care, education, and training to help him or her enjoy a full and decent life
in dignity and achieve the greatest degree of self-reliance and social integration possible.
The child has the right to express his or her opinion freely and to have that opinion taken into account in
any matter or procedure affecting the child. The child has the right to express his or her views, obtain
information, and make ideas or information known, regardless of frontiers. The State shall respect the
child's right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion, subject to appropriate parental guidance.
The State shall ensure the accessibility to children of information and material from a diversity of
sources, and it shall encourage the mass media to disseminate information which is of social and cultural benefit
to the child, and take steps to protect him or her from harmful materials.
The child has a right to education, and the State's duty is to ensure that primary education is free and
compulsory, to encourage different forms of secondary education accessible to every child, and to make higher
education available to all on the basis of capacity. School discipline shall be consistent with the child's rights and
dignity. Education shall aim at developing the child's personality, talents and mental and physical abilities to the
fullest extent. Education shall prepare the child for an active adult life in a free society and foster respect for
the child's parents, his or her own cultural identity, language and values, and for the cultural
background and values of others.
The child has the right to leisure, play, and participation in cultural and artistic activities.
A child in conflict with the law has the right to treatment which promotes the child's sense of dignity
and worth, takes the child's age into account, and aims at his or her defense. Judicial proceedings and
institutional placements shall be avoided wherever possible.
Source: UNICEF and International Catholic Child Bureau (ICCB)

Questions for thought:
How do these Human Rights for Children reflect the 5 Protective
Factors? Where could they be improved from that perspective?
Are there rights we take for granted that other nations cannot?

Activities
Ideas for activities that can support the 5 Protective Factors
Games
Block Play (Curiosity) Playing with blocks helps kids 0 – 8 (and older) make
discoveries for themselves about math, science, language and social skills.
You can support them by sitting with them, talking about new concepts, and
encouraging their imagination! Check out www.blockfestwa.org to find out
how to rent supplies, or you can ask to borrow a set from a local preschool
or library.
Active Listening (Compassion, community, freedom) In order to communicate effectively and
share our insights, we need to also be active listeners for others. This kind of activity can be
done in many ways with different age groups, but is probably more effective with children 8
years and older. Kids pair up into groups of 2. They take turns being the “speaker” and the
“listener”. The speaker speaks on a given topic for 2 or 3 minutes while the listener listens
quietly, with body language and non-verbal cues that show their attention. Then they switch
roles. Afterwards, as a group, you can talk about what it felt like to be listened to without
interruption, and what it felt like to listen to someone intently. This is a good icebreaker for
discussions or circle time and can encourage friendships.
The Blindfold Walk (community, courage) To play this game, create an obstacle course. Then
assign players to one of two roles. Blinded players will wear blindfolds. Leaders will take
blinded players by the hand and attempt to lead them through the course. Alternately the
blindfolded person can be led with just verbal cues. Talking is encouraged, and when they are
finished, players should reverse their roles.
Around the World (community)
Gather group knowledge about the different cultures represented in
the room. Create areas for countries of cultures around the world.
The kids can share stories about a country or a language they are
familiar with. Games or art projects can have themes from the
different countries. At the end of the café, everyone can come back
to circle and discuss what they learned about their own or another
country.

Art
Family drawing (community, compassion) Have everyone draw pictures of their
families. Then talk about it with the group. How are our pictures different? How are
they the same? What does Family mean? After they come up with a definition, see if
they would add anyone to their picture who fits this definition. Similar drawing and
comparison can be done around many topics, like family traditions, foods, health, etc.

Power Drawing (courage) Have kids draw to the prompt, “what is
the most powerful thing you can think of?” or, “draw yourself in a
powerful pose or situation.” Have them go around and talk about
how they are powerful, like the picture.
Group Art/Construction Project (Community, freedom, compassion) Group construction projects
help kids to pay attention to each other’s efforts, communicate, negotiate, and cooperate. You
can use recycled materials to build a giant robot together, or come up with a design to paint a
mural together.
Mandalas (courage, freedom, community) Mandalas are found in many different parts of the
world but largely in Buddhist and Hindu cultures. Native Americans also use a round symbol
called the Circle of Life. They are created as a meditative practice to foster peace and harmony
within one’s self or a group, and to focus on the wholeness and balance of self. A child’s
mandala can have any number of images inside representing themselves, their family, or their
culture. Ask them to be intentional about the symbols and colors they use. Below are some
examples.

Movement
Scavenger hunt (curiosity) Play an I-Spy/scavenger hunt game to give children
time and space to explore their surroundings. Have things like slinkys, discovery
tubes, mystery boxes, things from nature scattered and hidden around the room.
Obstacle Course (health)
An indoor obstacle course with things to jump
over, climb under, play hopscotch, bounce balls, or balance shows kids how fun
exercise can be! It can be easy to make with chairs, tables, or things around
your house like robe, scarves, or sports equipment.
Yoga (health) yoga is fun and gets kids moving in thoughtful ways with their bodies. It builds
strength and balance. It can also help kids begin to meditate, through breath and feeling their
bodies. You can even combine poses with drawing activities to have kids draw what animal

they are posing as. You can check out books at a local library for more pose ideas or go online
to http://www.yoga4kids.org/ or
http://www.anmolmehta.com/blog/2009/01/23/yoga-for-kids-yoga-exercises/

“Boat pose”

“Child’s Pose”

Acting
Feelings pantomime (compassion) Experiments show that simply “going through the motions”
of making a facial expression can make us experience the associated emotion Have players talk
about different feelings. List off some, and try to think about other words for feelings than just
the regular “happy, sad” – like exited, shocked, frustrated. Have kids take turns silently acting out
an emotion, and have the rest of the group try to guess the emotion..

Food activities (health)
Making food as a group is fun and educational. You can show kids what kinds of simple snacks
they can make for themselves in their kitchen, or you can do more involved baking or cooking
activities. Here are some other health activities:
o Design our own food pyramid with cut out or drawn pictures
o Chart our food/health/sleeping habits – create a schedule of what we do when
we get home from school and discuss how our differences/similarities. How long
do we spend on homework? What kids of snack do we eat?
Reading
At the end of the guide we have listed some good books. There are more at your local Library.
For an even better selection of bilingual and multi-cultural books you can visit De Colores
bookstore in downtown Olympia on Washington St., or online at
http://www.decoloresbooks.com.
Story Telling
When the children hear about their culture and their history they are building self esteem and
being part of their community. In most cultures the way that children learn about their world
is to hear stories that are passed down with “morals” or some sort of explanation about the
world and human nature to them. For example, when I was little my dad used to read to me out
of “American Indian Myths and Legends”. Many of our stories involve gods or supernatural
beings that have very human characteristics, like Santa who is giving and cares for all children.

The Tooth Fairy (health) In Olympia there is a woman who is a Dental Hygienist, and dresses
like the Tooth Fairy to come and share information about dental hygiene. Kids remember it
better because it is fun, and it’s informational for them too.
Poetry
Poems and limericks are a big part of childhood! We can write or read poetry as a group. Let
kids read poems together or read them aloud yourself. There is also dyad and group poetry
available. (Book resources below.) Here are some examples of poetry activities:
Strengths Poetry (Courage) Have kids write the letters of their names on a vertical axis. On the
horizontal, they can write a “strength” that they have, and a brief sentence about it. With older
kids (9 +) you can let them write a free-form poem about their strengths or what makes them
unique.
Music
A great way to incorporate culture! Ask kids to tell you their favorite songs, or
a song their family sings together. If you don’t know the words or music, look
them up for the next Café. Invite kids or their families to bring in instruments
they have at home.
Make a rainstorm (community) Have children stand in a circle and tell them “we are going to
make a rainstorm”. First we hold our hands palms-together and swish back and forth for the
sound of the wind. Next, light rain is made by snapping fingers, or running the thumb over
finger tips for a “pitter patter” sound. Next we lightly slap our thighs quickly for a harder rain,
and then we stomp our feet loudly for the sound of thunder. Then we progress back through
the sounds for rain, light rain and wind, and then the storm is over. You can also split up into 4
groups, adding in the sounds one-at-a-time to make a really big storm, and switch around roles
so everyone gets a chance at making different sounds.

Silverstein, Shel
Falling up : poems and drawings
Another amusing collection of poems for all ages.
J 811.54 SILVERS 1996

Also by Silverstein:
Where the Sidewalk Ends
The Giving Tree

More Poetry Resources:

Ashley Bryan's ABC of African-American poetry
Each letter of the alphabet is represented by a line from a poem by different
African American poets, describing an aspect of the black experience.
J 811.54 ASHLEY-B 1997
Alarcon, Francisco X
Angels ride bikes and other fall poems : poems
A bilingual collection of poems in which the renowned Mexican American
poet revisits and celebrates his childhood memories of fall in the city and
growing up in Los Angeles.
SPAN J 811.54 ALARCON 1999
George, Kristine OConnell
Fold me a poem
A collection of poems about origami animals. A young boy creates a world
filled with origami creatures of all shapes and sizes in this collection of 32
spirited poems that are combined with luminous illustrations.
Mora, Pat
Yum! mmmm! que rico! : Americas' sproutings
"From blueberries to vanilla, indigenous foods of the Americas are
celebrated in this collection of haiku, which also includes information about
each food's origins"--Provided by publisher.
The Space Between Our Foot-steps: Poems and Paintings from the Middle East
Naomi Shihab Nye
Ages 4-8 Poems and Paintings from the Middle East with 120 poets and artists from 19
countries. Bilingual
Available at De Colores bookstore, www.decoloresbook.com

Schwartz, Alvin
And the green grass grew all around : folk poetry from everyone
J 398.2097 SCHWART 1992

Grimes, Nikki
A pocketful of poems
Poems and haiku verses provides glimpses of life in the city. A Pocketful of
Poems is an engaging portrait of a down-to-earth girl who has a way with
words.

Music Resources:
o

De Colores and other Latin American Folk Songs for Children
Available at De Colores bookstore in Olympia, www.decoloresbook.com

Guthrie, Woody
This Land is Your Land
This well-known folk song is accompanied by a tribute to Woody Guthrie
from folksinger Pete Seeger, the musical notation, biographical scrapbook
with photographs and a compact disc with nine songs.
By Peter Blood, Annie Patterson, Kore Loy McWhirter, Pete Seeger
Rise Up Singing
Lyrics and guitar chords. Folk revival favorites; Broadway show tunes; Beatles songs;
hymns, spirituals, and gospel standards; songs about peace, freedom, labor, and the
environment; and chanteys are among the types of songs included.
Putomayo presents and Putomayo Kids Presents
World Playground (and others)
Available at your local library!
Music for children from around the world. Other Putomayo albums are also great for kids,
including their Sing Alongs, Latin and African playground, and kids can discover Jazz,
Blues, Hip-Hop, Folk, Dance and other types of music from around the world. The CDs
come with blurbs about each of the artists and the cultures they come from that you can
share with kids.

Putomayo presents: Dreamland
Lullabies and soft music from around the world, good for calming and centering kids. Also
available: Celtic, Asian and African Dreamland

Books Ideas: Protective Factors
Courage:
Carlson, Nancy
I Like Me!
SELF-ESTEEM: By admiring her finer points and showing that she can
take care of herself and have fun even when there's no one else
around, a charming pig proves the best friend you can have is
yourself.
Frame, Jeron Ashford
Yesterday I Had the Blues
A young boy thinks about a variety of emotions and how different
members of his family experience them, from his own blues to his
father's grays and his grandmother's yellows.
Thompson, Lauren
Hope is an Open Heart
Photographs and rhythmic text explore the meaning of hope and
celebrate its power, especially in difficult times.
Baba Yaga and Vasilia the Brave
Mariannn Mayer
Ages 6-12
One night the mean stepmother orders Vasilisa to visit the fearsome witch Baba
Yaga, an errand from which the gentle girl has little hope of returning alive. This
classic Russian folktale is lavishly illustrated and thrillingly told.
Available at De Colores bookstore in Olympia, www.decoloresbooks.com

Hoffman, Mary
Amazing Grace
Although a classmate says that she cannot play Peter Pan in the school
play because she is black, Grace discovers that she can do anything she
sets her mind to do.
Rough-Face Girl
Rafe Martin
Ages: 4-8In an Algonquin village, Rough-Face Girl, is scarred from
working by the fire. Can she succeed where her cruel sisters have
failed?
Available at De Colores Bookstore in Olympia,
www.decoloresbooks.com

Russo, Marisabina
A Very Big Bunny
Amelia is so big that she is always last in line at school and none
of the other students will play with her, but a special new
classmate teaches her that size is not always the most important
thing.
Sweet Clara and the Freedom Quilt
Deborah Hopkinson/ James Ransome
Ages6-12 Acraps of cloth become scraps of information gathered from
the other slaves. Clara fashions a map so secret that even the master
won't suspect.
Available at De Colores bookstore in Olympia,
www.decoloresbooks.com

Stewart, Amber
Little By Little
SELF-ESTEEM: Otto is a young otter who can do many things well,
but swimming is not one of them until his older sister tells him to
start small and, little by little, he is able to reach his goal.

Community:
Guthrie, Woody
This Land is Your Land
This well-known folk song is accompanied by a tribute to Woody
Guthrie from folksinger Pete Seeger, the musical notation,
biographical scrapbook with photographs and a compact disc with
nine songs.
My Name is Maria Isabel
Alma Flor Ada/ Dyble Thompson
Ages 6-12 3rd grader Maria Isabel moved from Puerto Rico to the
States and learns how to fit in.
Available at De Colores bookstore in Olympia,
www.decoloresbooks.com

Van Laan, Nancy
So Say the Little Monkeys
A rhyming retelling of an Indian folktale from Brazil about
tiny, playful monkeys and why they have no place to call
home.

Lawrence Yep
The Magic Paintbrush
Ages: 6-12 Steve is transported from Chinatown to an exciting world
of color.
Available at De Colores Bookstore in Olympia,
www.decoloresbooks.com
Muslim Child: Under-standing Islam Through Stories and Poems
Rukhsana Khan/Patty Gallinger
Ages 6-12. This insightful collection of stories and poems is a
child-centered introduction to Islam.
Available at De Colores bookstore in Olympia,
www.decoloresbooks.com

The Night Has Ears
Ashley Bryan
All Ages Includes twenty-six proverbs, each credited to a specific
African tribe.
Available at De Colores bookstore in Olympia,
www.decoloresbooks.com

Williams, Vera B.
Music, Music for Everyone
Five-year-old Rosa plays accordion with her friends in the Oak
Street Band and earns money to help her mother with
expenses while her grandmother is sick.
Chin-Lee, Cynthia
A is for the Americas
Una introducción alfabética hacia la historia, cultura y geografía de
las Américas.
o

Rockwell, Anne F.
The acorn tree and other folktales
This collection of 10 stories from the U.S., Russia, Africa, Europe,
India, and Puerto Rico, is a book for children to read and
remember.

o

Kente Colors
Debbie Chocolate
Ages 3-6 Paperback Rhyming description of the costumes of the Ashanti
and Ewe people of Ghana.
Available at De Colores bookstore in Olympia, www.decoloresbooks.com

o

Abuela's Weave
Omar Castaneda/ Enrique Sanchez
Ages 4-8 . A young Guatemalan girl learned to weave with her
grandmother.
Available at De Colores bookstore in Olympia, www.decoloresbook.com

Health (access to basic needs):
Soto, Gary
Chato y su cena
Para hacer que los ratoncitos que acaban de instalarse en el barrio vengan
a su casa, Chato el gato prepara todo tipo de comida rica: fajitas, frijoles,
salsa, enchiladas y más.
Grace Lin
The Ugly Vegetables
Ages 4-8 Come harvest time, everyone agrees as those ugly Chinese vegetables
become the tastiest soup they have ever known.
Available at De Colores bookstore in Olympia, www.decoloresbooks.com

Clements, Andrew
The Handiest Things in the World
Celebrates in verse, accompanied by photographs, the many things hands
can do.
Gershator, David.
Bread is for eating
A bilingual, rhythmic celebration of bread, from farmer to baker.

Carle, Eric
The Very Hungry Caterpillar
A caterpillar eats his way through the week.

Head, Body, Legs: a story from Liberia
Paye, Won-Ldy Lippert, Margaret H.
Ages 4-8. Head is all alone. Body bounces along. Arms swing about, and Legs
stand around. They can't do much by themselves…This retelling of a traditional
Liberian creation story shows how much can be accomplished with a little
cooperation.
Available at De Colores bookstore in Olympia, www.decoloresbooks.com

Freedom (child development):
Rylant, Cynthia
All in a day
Illustrations and rhyming text pay homage to a new day, with promises
for the future in its "perfect piece of time."
Ehlert, Lois
Un lazo a la luna : una leyenda peruana
Una adaptación del cuento tradicional peruano en que Zorro y Topo
intentan trepar hasta la luna en un lazo de hierba.
Underwood, Deborah.
The Quiet Book
From the quiet of being the first one awake in the morning to sweet dreams
quiet when the last light is turned off, simple text explores the many kinds of
quiet that can exist during the day.
The Legend of the Indian Painbrush
Tom dePaola
Ages 2-7. Little Gopher is smaller than the rest of the children in his tribe and
can't keep up with those who ride, run, wrestle or shoot with bows and arrows.
But, he has a talent of his ownhe is an artist. When he grows older, a DreamVision comes to him: a young Indian maiden and her grandfather tell him that
he will paint pictures of the great warriors with colors as pure as the evening
sky.
Rosenthal, Amy Krouse
The OK Book
Children may feel like they have to be good at something to enjoy it, but this
book reassures children it's okay to be just OK at doing things.

What About Me?
Ed Young
Ages 4-8
Young turns a fable into a saucy treat in this tale about a boy who is just looking for a
little bit of knowledge
Available at De Colores bookstore in Olympia, www.decoloresbooks.com

Compassion (social/emotional development):
Allen, Jonathan
I'm Not Scared!
FEAR: When Baby Owl takes his stuffed Owly out for a walk in the
moonlit woods, he insists that he is not afraid of the other animals
that keep popping up and making them jump.
DiCamillo, Kate.
The miraculous journey of Edward Tulane
Edward Tulane, a cold-hearted and proud toy rabbit, loves only
himself until he is separated from the little girl who adores him and
travels across the country, acquiring new owners and listening to
their hopes, dreams, and histories.
Snow in Jerusalem
Deborah da Costa/ Corneliu Van Wright
Ages 6-12 Avi and Hamudi, a Jewish and Muslim boy, live in different sections
of the city. Both are caring for the same stray cat without knowing it.
Available at De Colores bookstore, www.decoloresbook.com

Bang, Molly
When Sophie Gets Angry--Really Really Angry...
ANGER: A young girl is upset and doesn't know how to manage her
anger but takes the time to cool off and regain her composure.
Berendes, Mary
Feelings = Las Emociones
MULTIPLE FEELINGS: Introduces vocabulary in English and Spanish for
emotions. Introduce vocabulario en ingles y espanol sobre emociones.

Hall, Michael
My Heart is Like a Zoo
Depicts in rhyming text how love can be many different things, such as
eager as a beaver, steady as a yak, or silly as a seal.
Small, Mary
Caring
CONCERN: Explains what caring is and ways that you can show you
care.

